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The Quilting Manual
Cut strips from your stash or gather your favorite precuts to make fabulous strip quilts that shine! Each
pattern will inspire you with its remarkably versatile look and scrappy style, easily achieved with simple
strips. 60 stunning strip quilts at a great value--just pennies per pattern Choose from sizes ranging from
wall hangings and baby quilts to bed-sized quilts, all by top designers Includes projects for beginners
and experienced quilters in a variety of attractive patchwork styles

101 Nine Patch Quilts
Quilters everywhere love Take 5 patterns from The Teacher's Pet, and this book is packed with them!
Simply take five minutes to choose five fabrics (one focus fabric plus four coordinating fabrics), stack
them, cut them simultaneously, and you're ready to sew! It's the relax-and-have-fun way to create
visually stunning quilts. Choose from 15 designs that look intricate but are very simple to
construct--excellent for beginners Take the stress out of selecting fabrics with Kathy's straightforward
approach Create a lap-sized quilt this weekend--experienced quilters can finish in a day

Jelly Roll Bargello Quilts
A collection of over 70 charts that will help to plan a quilt and figure yardages without spending hours
using pencil and paper to figure out how much fabric is needed. The book is updated for today's quilter,
adding to the original charts the number of precuts needed.

Essential Sewing Reference Tool
Do you believe rules were meant to be broken? If so, this improvisational quilt-as-you-go technique is
for you. Instead of dealing with precise paper patterns and cutting measurements, you'll learn how to
piece fabric onto small, manageable batting blocks. Let your creative juices flow as you quilt directly on
the blocks (not the entire quilt!), whether in large abstract zigzags or small structured stitches. After the
blocks have been joined, all you need to do is add backing fabric and binding, and—voilà—it's finished!

Traditional Patchwork Quilt Patterns with Plastic Templates
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Master precuts with this compete and indispensable guide to working with Charm Packs, Layer Cakes,
Jelly Rolls, Turnovers, and more! Sew 25 traditional blocks from squares, half-square triangles, and
precut strips with timesaving tips and tricks from the one and only Missouri Star Quilt Company. You’ll
cover all the basics, including precut options, standard quilt sizes and needle types. Plus, finish your
quilt like a pro with yardage and cutting info for borders, backings, and bindings! Easy-to-use charts,
tables, and illustrations are at your fingertips in this handy, spiral-bound guide that’s easy to take with
you.

Learn to Make a Quilt from Start to Finish
Stitched Together
Introducing more sensationally simple quilts from Me and My Sister Designs--Layer-Cake style! Sisters
Barb and Mary are famous for sharing little sewing tricks that make quilts look more complex than they
truly are. In Easy Layer-Cake Quilts 2, they're at it again! Put your Layer Cakes (or any 10" fabric
squares) to work in 11 easy quilts that are as pretty as can be. A Layer Cake, a background fabric, and
maybe a border fabric or two are all you need to begin!

Quilt As-You-Go Made Vintage
Her instructional videos have inspired thousands to start sewing. Now for the first time, sew-lebrity
Laura Coia shares written patterns for the most loved video tutorials on her “Sew Very Easy” YouTube
channel! Learn the basics of quiltmaking, from cutting and pressing to borders and finishing. Then
practice your skills with a dozen beautiful projects—quilts you’ll come back to time and time again—all
suitable for beginners and beyond.

Joyful Stitching
A complete A-Z resource for the quilter - over 100 traditional favourite quilts to make with step-by-step
instructions with updated, labour-saving techniques. Beautifully illustrated throughout with projects
ranging from Amethyst to Whig Rose, from Evening Star to Flying Geese, and many traditional
influences from Amish to Irish. * Patchwork and quilting is a craft as old as history, but it found its
apogee amongst the settlers in the New World, and is now considered to be a particularly American
artform. * In full colour throughout: each project is illustrated in a full colour photographs and in a series
of step-by-step colour drawings and patterns. * Step-by-step instructions, labour-saving techniques, plus
an extensive how-to workshop and clear patchwork and applique designs.

3-in-1 Color Tool
Known for their exciting use of color in quick and easy quilts, sisters Barbara Groves and Mary
Jacobson present a value-packed collection of popular projects. Select from 12 strikingly simple quilts
and recharge your creative batteries Discover skill-building projects that move from squares and strips to
designs featuring stitch-and-flip corners, half-square triangles, pinwheels, a Rail Fence layout, and more
Enjoy patterns that are just right for quilt retreats and make-in-a weekend gifts

Quilting with Precuts Handy Pocket Guide
Say goodbye to your seam ripper, backwards blocks, and mismatched seams with Easy Precision
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Piecing—the pathway to flawless patchwork. This comprehensive system starts with picking the right
tools and prepping your fabric for the best results. Learn to get organized so you can easily set aside
projects without losing your place. Practice your cutting, sewing, and pressing with foolproof Quilt
Block Builder blueprints, then use your newfound skills to make 6 stunning quilt projects.

101 Quilting Tips & Tricks Pocket Guide
Get comfortable with basic piecing and machine quilting—one block at a time! Best-selling author Jera
Brandvig is back, this time with a romantic take on her quilt-as-you-go designs. Try your hand at 9
projects, including an elegant sampler with 51 mix-and-match blocks. For quilt as-you-go enthusiasts,
Jera shares 3 optional joining methods, including her new technique that makes your quilt reversible! No
matter how busy your schedule, you can set attainable goals and practice quilting patchwork blocks in
small, manageable pieces.

Perfect Quilts for Precut Fabrics
If you're one of those busy quilters with very little spare time for your favorite craft, this book is the
solution! It contains nine gorgeous quilts you can make using 21?2" precut strips, so your project prep is
quick and easy!It's not always easy to find the time to select fabric, do the cutting and then actually sit
down and stitch the pieces together, and that's exactly why this book is so perfect: The precut-friendly
patterns were all designed with busy quilters in mind.

Simple Quilts from Me and My Sister Designs
The 2nd edition of the essential quilting reference: “this updated version of a beloved favorite includes
20 new pages with current information” (Quilting Arts Magazine). How big is a twin-size quilt? How
many squares can you cut from the amount of fabric you have? What's the best way to sew a mitered
border? The All-in-One Quilter's Reference Tool gives you fast answers to these and dozens of other
common quilting questions. Now this indispensable guide from top quilters Alex Anderson, Harriet
Hargrave, Sharyn Craig, and Liz Aneloski has been updated to include more answers, more techniques,
more quilt settings, and more blocks than ever before. “Packed with almost any calculation you might
need to create a quilt,” this is the must-have answer book for quilters all around the world (Quilting Arts
Magazine).

Quilter’s 10” Square Precut Companion
Bargello quilts consist entirely of straight seams and rectangular pieces, yet create mesmerizing optical
illusions. It may look complex, but any beginner quilter who can sew a straight seam can master the
necessary skills. It’s also a technique that’s easy to complete quickly and with confidence, thanks to
precut jelly rolls and author Karin Hellaby’s clear how-to instructions. Discover this addictive technique
as you work through beautiful patterns for pillows, a quilt bag, wall hangings, table toppers, and lap
quilts. Karin works with both solid and printed fabrics, varying her color palette from monochromatic to
colorful. She also explores the impact of offset seams for gentle curves and matched seams for dramatic
arcs. With helpful tips throughout and coordinating photography, achieve stunning quilts using this
fascinating technique!

The Big Book of Strip Quilts
Get the most out of your precuts with this pint-sized guide to precut squares, strips, and bundles! Learn
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how many precuts to buy for any size quilt, from crib to king. Get cutting tips for layer cakes, charm
squares, and fat quarters, with easy half-square triangles from precuts. Never be stumped at the quilt
store again with this forty-eight page mini guide to precut names and sizes, plus twenty-five dynamic
quilt blocks to sew.

A Cut Above
Choose or match colors with confidence. Now with 2 value finders, numbered swatches, and more, it's
easier than ever to use.

Free-Motion Meandering
This robust variety of 100+ free-motion, walking-foot, and hand-stitching motifs will inspire you to
quilt. Sixteen experts share tips and techniques, plus favorite design ideas.

Complete Guide to Quilting
No more scaling up of blocks. No more tracing patterns. No more gluing designs onto sandpaper or
cardboard. Patchwork quilting has never been easier, thanks to the special feature of this volume ?
permanent plastic templates. From the four easy-to-use templates provided, needleworkers can create 27
of the most popular patchwork patterns, using traditional handsewing techniques or the sewing machine.
Choose from such authentic favorites as Windmill, Susannah, Road to Oklahoma, Stars and Stripes,
Puss-in-the-Corner, Ohio Star, Dutchman's Puzzle, Martha Washington's Star, and others. Selected for
their relative simplicity, the motifs are still intriguing enough to provide challenges for both beginners
and experts. Use the blocks together to create stunning sample quilts, or repeat a single block over and
over again for a striking one-design quilt. Many of these blocks produce wonderful optical illusions
when an entire quilt is made of the same block. For equally eye-catching results, try repeating two or
three different blocks in one quilt. The number of quilts you can make with this volume is virtually
limitless! Colors have not been specified for the quilt blocks, but noted needlecraft designer Rita Weiss
has indicated light, bright, medium, and dark fabrics as guideposts. Let your imagination dictate your
own color scheme and achieve beautiful one-of-a-kind quilts that reflect your unique personality and
creativity. You'll find 59 helpful illustrations, plus complete instructions for using the templates,
material selection, cutting, sewing ? everything needed for successful quilt-making. Traditional
Patchwork Quilt Patterns with Plastic Templates will inspire needleworkers at all levels of expertise.
Now you can produce inexpensive, toasty warm, colorful bed coverings that will add distinctive period
charm to every bedroom in the house.

Beginner's Guide to Quilting
All you need to get sewing: supplies, stitches, sizing charts, over 300 photos, and much more. This
comprehensive reference is an indispensable guide for anyone who sews (or wants to start). Organized
for easy readability and usage, it covers everything you need to know whether you’re making a home
decoration, piece of clothing, or an accessory. Contents include: an extensive overview on tools and
materials step-by-step instructions on various seams and finishes information on zipper installation size
conversion charts over 300 how-to photographs, and more “Beginners will be able to follow Crim’s stepby-step lessons, and experienced sewists will appreciate the quick refreshers on less-common
techniques.”—Library Journal

Encyclopedia of Classic Quilt Patterns
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Quilt As-You-Go Made Modern
The Quilter's guide to dimensions and measurements, with charts and formulas for fabric requirements,
block sizing and more.

All-in-One Quilter's Reference Tool
Precut Primer
Presents sixty-four quilting patterns that use a variety of precut fabrics, with designs by well-known
quilters grouped into categories based on fabric sizes.

Take 5
Everything you need to know about making quilts with 10-inch square precuts Master 10” square
precuts with this complete and indispensable guide! Sew 20+ traditional blocks with timesaving tips and
tricks from the one and only Missouri Star Quilt Company. You’ll cover all the basics, including easy
half-square triangle construction, cutting other shapes from 10” squares, and guidelines of how many
10” square packs are needed for different size quilts. Easy-to-use illustrations are at your fingertips in
this handy, spiral-bound guide that’s ready to take with you.

Jelly Filled—18 Quilts from 2 1/2'' Strips
Find information fast in this convenient pocket-size reference guide.

Time-Saving Quilts with 2 1/2" Strips
Dive into Laura’s delightful world of embroidery and learn how to create small, free-form embroidery
pieces that are alive with color and texture. With instructions for 21 basic embroidery stitches and 6
projects, all in Laura’s signature colorful, whimsical style, you’ll transform a flat, plain surface into a
joyful, design-packed art piece. Stitch on wool, felt, or silk, and enjoy the simple pleasure of slow
stitching. Includes a gallery of display ideas, as well as additional ideas for using free-form stitching.

No Math Quilt Charts and Formulas
31 fun and easy projects from fat quarters, fat eighths, strips, and squares Precuts are specialty quilting
fabrics that have been cut to specific dimensions, saving quilters a lot of time — and money — on their
projects by allowing them to sample the entirety of a designer's new line without buying yardage of each
print. With some fabric collections containing up to 20 or more prints, buying precuts can represent a
significant savings. In Quilting with Precuts, you'll find 31 favorite quilting patterns hand-selected by
the editors of American Patchwork & Quilting. Concise, step-by-step instructions for the projects
include easy assembly instructions, schematic illustrations showing quilt layouts, and the full-size
patterns preferred by quilters. A comprehensive guide to quilting basics helps beginners get started
Beautiful full-color photos of every project offer ideas and inspiration for all ages and tastes Every quilt
is quilter-tested, ensuring accurate results every time If you're an intermediate to advanced quilter
looking for quick and easy patterns using precut fabrics, or a beginning quilter looking for a challenge,
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Quilting with Precuts is your go-to guide for making one-of-a-kind quilts with precuts.

Treasure Hunt
The ultimate pocket guide to quilting by nationally-known quilting authority Penny Haren, this book is
packed with expert tips and tricks on equipment, short cuts, organization, color, patterns, machine
quilting, and more! Providing 101 great tips for beginning quilters but also filled with new information
for experienced quilters, there's something for everyone to try! Written by a nationally-known quilting
trade speaker, columnist, and consultant, author Penny Haren shares her expert knowledge and teaches
you all the tricks of the trade in this convenient and compact pocket guide!

Pance Prep Pearls
Easy Precision Piecing
Create delightfully scrappy quilts featuring classic quilt blocks--and get to the finish line fast using timesaving precut fabrics. No need for stockpiles of scraps; precut bundles include small cuts of many
different fabrics, so getting a scrappy look is a snap. Simply pick your favorite precut! * Layer Cakes:
Tasty 10" squares made for slicing up quickly * Jelly Rolls: scrumptious 2 1/2" x 44" strips to cut and
sew * Fat quarters: yummy 18" x 22" chunks of fabric fun--a quiltmaking favorite Just one or two precut
bundles plus a background fabric are all you need to make these beauties. And you know if it's from Sue,
it's economical too! She'll help you make the most of any precut bundle you buy.

Revised Patchwork Minus Mathwork
Put charm squares to the test with 18 quilts using precut 5 ? 5 ? squares. Start with fresh, beginnerfriendly patterns and build your skills to sew snowballs, stars, flying geese, and more. Using precuts
from your stash or your own charms cut from scraps or yardage, you’ll learn tips to take the guesswork
out of piecing. Modern and traditional quilters alike will fall in love with these quick, clever, and clean
designs!

Quilter's Precut Companion
Turn the corner to free-motion success with a meandering makeover! Best-selling author Angela Walters
shows you that free-motion quilting doesn't have to be scary—with a couple designs in your pocket, you
can finish almost any quilt on your home machine and enjoy the process. Practice 8 meandering stitches
for beginners, plus creative variations on each, with step-by-step visuals and quilted samples. Start your
free-motion journey on the right foot with proven techniques to help you disguise mistakes and
transition between designs with ease.

Easy Quilts from Precut Fabrics
With simple instructions for beginners and insider techniques for quilting veterans, this book walks
stitchers through the process of making a quilt with the aid of step-by-step photographs. Focusing on a
one-block pattern, this book shows how a simple motif can be transformed into varied and complex
designs. Detailed advice on picking fabrics and the best quilt-making supplies are also included in this
crafter's resource.
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All-in-One Quilter's Reference Tool
Written by a professor of physician assistant programs at two established universities, this study guide is
formulated for physician assistant students and practitioners to increase knowledge and retention of
important clinical information. While the primary purpose of this book is to serve as a comprehensive
review of the material for the Physician Assistant National Certification Exam (PANCE), it's also a great
tool for physician assistant students to understand commonly encountered diseases while on rotations
during the clinical year, and as an adjunctive study guide during the didactic year. The book's
comprehensible structure maximizes information retention with clear explanations of difficult topics.
Visual learning is enhanced with such features as bold and italicized essential information, easy-to-read
tables, and graphs and charts that allow you to compare and contrast topics commonly grouped together
on exam questions. Clinical-correlation bullet points help connect related topics in different organ
systems. Practicing physician assistants will also find this study guide to be a time-saving aid in
preparing for the recertification exam (PANRE), as well as an excellent quick-reference resource to have
on hand in their practice.

Sew Very Easy Quilt Favorites
Raid your fabric pantry! The best-selling author of Charm School is back with eighteen innovative
projects using precut 2 1/2” strips. Vanessa Goertzen’s fabric recipes will help you cook up basic,
beginner-friendly strip-pieced blocks and more advanced designs: triangles, stars, log cabins, hexagons,
and even curves. Use convenient fabric rolls, or create your own stunning strips from yardage. Whether
you are newer to quilting or have lots of experience, you’ll spend less time cutting, and more time
creating.

Easy Layer-Cake Quilts 2
The hunt is on! Follow a team of antique-quilt mavens as they share how their search for quilts from the
past turned into present-day quilt patterns. With decades of knowledge about vintage textiles between
them, the authors present: * Patterns for 13 stunning quilts, each inspired by an antique quilt from the
authors' personal collections * Tips for finding antique quilts, both in your hometown and online *
Which quilts to snap up quickly--and which to walk away from * How to determine if the price is right
Packed with photos of both newly made quilts (and the patterns to make them) plus images of the
antique quilts that inspired them, the book shows this duo's treasure hunting in action. Linda and Leah
will inspire you to join the hunt!

Quilting with Precuts
A one-stop quilting reference for beginners and experts Better Homes and Gardens Complete Guide to
Quilting shows readers how to master every technique, method, tool, fabric, block, seam, knot, and
stitch. It's like a private "show me" quilt class designed to help quilters expand their skills.

Quilts You Can Make in a Day
Learn how to make beautiful quilts with this comprehensive guide to patchwork and quilting for
beginners. Covers all aspects of quilting from piecing and applique to quilting and binding. Choose from
16 simple projects, each focusing on a different technique, from bags and cushions to table mats, wall
hangings and bed quilts.Clear illustrations and step-by-step instructions accompany each project, making
them all suitable for even a complete novice. The book also includes a quilting glossary explaining
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common quilting and sewing terms.

Charm School—18 Quilts from 5" Squares
Esteemed pattern designer Gerri Robinson shows how to turn ordinary precut fabrics into extraordinary
projects for home decor. Find 18 enticing patchwork patterns that use 5" and 10" squares, 21?2" strips,
fat quarters, and fat eighths Create classic designs and open up new possibilities for your favorite
precuts; achieve a controlled or scrappy look Get lots of options with eye-catching projects in a variety
of sizes, including bed and lap quilts, framed pieces, pillows, and cushions
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